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Abstract 
Significant improvements have been made in the efficiency and accuracy of RNA 3D             
structure prediction methods during the succeeding challenges of RNA-Puzzles, a          
community-wide effort on the assessment of blind prediction of RNA tertiary structures. The             
RNA-Puzzles contest has shown, among others, that the development and validation of            
computational methods for RNA fold prediction strongly depend on the benchmark datasets            
and the structure comparison algorithms.  
 
Yet, there has been no systematic benchmark set or decoy structures available for the              
three-dimensional structure prediction of RNA, hindering the standardization of comparative          
tests in the modeling of RNA structure. Furthermore, there has not been a unified set of tools                 
that allows deep and complete RNA structure analysis, and at the same time, that is easy to                 
use.  
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Here, we present RNA-Puzzles toolkit, a computational resource including (i) decoy sets            
generated by different RNA 3D structure prediction methods (raw & standardized datasets),            
(ii) 3D structure normalization, analysis, manipulation, visualization tools (RNA_format,         
RNA_normalizer, rna-tools), and (iii) 3D structure comparison metric tools (RNAQUA,          
MCQ4Structures). This resource provides a full list of computational tools as well as a              
standard RNA 3D structure prediction assessment protocol for the community.  

Introduction 
RNA 3D structure prediction, which dates back to the late 1960s (1), is nowadays being               
widely studied with the help of computer science. An increasing number of programs with              
different prediction approaches are being designed and continuously improved (2, 3).           
Similarly to protein 3D structure prediction, it is important to benchmark the prediction             
programs to assess the capabilities of the prediction and the bottleneck in the field. CASP               
(Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Prediction) (4) is the largest worldwide event of             
protein structure prediction. And RNA-Puzzles (5–7) is a CASP-like assessment of RNA 3D             
structure prediction, which is supported by dozens of research groups around the world.  
 
RNA has its own structural and evolutionary features. Most importantly, the RNA secondary             
structure, determined by the set of cis-Watson-Crick base pairs, can be generally determined             
using sequence comparisons (8, 9) However, the formation of a 3D structure requires, in              
addition, non-Watson-Crick base pairs (10), structural modules (11), and sometimes          
pseudoknots (12). Thus, simply focusing on the secondary structure description of RNA            
structure is insufficient. Precise sequence and covariation analysis (13) and/or          
chemical/enzymatic probing (14, 15) are therefore necessary to produce relevant 3D           
structures. In RNA-Puzzles we highlight the fact that 3D structure models can severely             
deviate from the reference structures even if the model retains perfect secondary structure             
(100% correct in terms of cis-Watson-Crick base pairing) (6)(see Fig S1). In this context,              
RNA 3D structure prediction needs independent benchmarking systems that include both           
datasets and assessment metrics.  
 
With the progress in protein structure prediction, many benchmark datasets and assessment            
metrics have been curated and developed (16). One available dataset for RNA structure             
benchmarking is the non-redundant dataset maintained by Leontis and Zirbel (17).           
Alternatively, the Rfam database, which links RNA sequence families with crystallographic           
structures when available, can also be used in prediction benchmarking (18). However, only             
99 RFAM families have structure available. Such benchmarks are not blinded and biased             
towards RNAs with many homologous sequences. This is not always the case in prediction:              
some significant RNA structures do not necessarily have homologous sequence available,           
i.e., Varkud satellite ribozyme (19), thus sequence alignment derived prediction methods           
may not be as helpful as expected. The RNA-Puzzles benchmark sets have been             
successfully used in developing RNA quality assessment methods (20) to identify the            
models similar to experimental structures without reference. Potentially, they will also serve            
as decoy sets for proposing structure-based force field or scoring functions, RNA design and              
other utilities.  
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Reliable evaluation of dozens of RNA 3D models cannot be performed manually and is              
usually preceded by normalization to comply with a common 3D structure representation.            
Since the start of the RNA-Puzzles contest, a good number of RNA structure manipulation              
tools and structure comparison metrics, some of which are in use by the RNA-Puzzles              
community, have been conceived and designed. They are helpful in various ways, including             
structure analysis, comparison, and function inference. Here, we gather and summarize a            
computational resource “RNA-Puzzles toolkit” that includes a set of datasets and various            
computational tools accumulated in the practice of RNA-Puzzles, which cover important           
aspects to understand RNA structure. RNA-Puzzles toolkit includes tools for structure           
formatting, analysis, manipulation, visualization, mutagenesis study and also structure         
comparison. This computational resource will benefit biologists working with RNA structure           
and RNA structure prediction. All the datasets and codes are available as open-source on              
GitHub (https://github.com/RNA-Puzzles). 
 

Material & Methods 

Datasets 
We provide three datasets derived from RNA-Puzzles: (i) raw_dataset - a dataset of raw              
submissions, which were generated by various prediction methods, (ii)         
for-evaluation_dataset - dataset used for official evaluation of the predictive methods in            
RNA-Puzzles, which does not change the coordinates of the predicted structures or add             
missing atoms, and (iii) standardized_dataset - a standardized dataset optimized with           
rna-tools, which not only standardize the residue and atom names but also completed the              
missing atoms incomplete RNA structures to standardize all the structures to the same             
format. All the datasets follow the same rules of naming structural files, which is a               
combination of the RNA-Puzzles identifier, prediction group name, and the structure model            
number, e.g., 19_RNAComposer_3.pdb means the third model predicted by RNAComposer          
(21) for Puzzle 19 in RNA-Puzzles. The reference structures were obtained from the             
crystallographers, renamed according to the puzzle name and marked as “solution”, e.g.,            
19_0_solution. If one sequence has multiple solved structures or multiple chains in the             
asymmetric biological unit, all of them are used as reference structures. And the one with the                
lowest Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) is used as the reference structure for the              
prediction. 
 
 

RNA_format, RNA_normalizer, and RNA_assessment 
RNA_format, RNA_normalizer, and RNA_assessment constitute a set of computational tools          
for the data formatting, processing, and evaluation in RNA-Puzzles. They are implemented            
as Python packages making use of the BioPython (22) structure I/O library. The algorithms              
to compute RMSD, P-value (23), Deformation Profile, and Interaction Network Fidelity (24)            
are implemented in the Python package RNA_assessment, which makes use of BioPython,            
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MC-Annotate (25), and NumPy (26). Deformation Profile was also implemented as an            
independent Python package.  

rna-tools 
rna-tools is a core library written in Python and a set of command-line programs execute               
various functions to process structural files in the PDB format but also to process RNA               
sequences, folding simulations, sequence alignments. Some operations in rna-tools require          
programs or libraries such as ModeRNA (27), ClaRNA (28), BioPython (22). 

RNAQUA 
RNAQUA (RNA QUality Assessment tool) is a RESTful web service client developed in Java              
using Jersey (https://jersey.github.io/). It provides services for RNA 3D structure          
normalization and comparison, including the metrics of RMSD, P-value (23), Deformation           
Profile, Interaction Network Fidelity (24) and clash score (29). It uses selected functions from              
RNAlyzer (30) and RNAssess (31), all of them being part of the RNApolis platform (32).  

MCQ4Structures 
MCQ4Structures is a set of computational tools for RNA 3D structure comparison in torsion              
angle space. It includes algorithms to compute MCQ (33) and LCS-TA (34) that compare              
structures, compute structure similarity, cluster and visualize the results, identify similar           
fragments, and allow to rank the models. The package is implemented in Java, while              
functional modules of structure I/O and geometric statistics, on which both MCQ and LCS-TA              
depend, are implemented as separate packages of BioCommons        
(https://github.com/tzok/BioCommons) and Circular (https://github.com/tzok/Circular). 

Results 

The overview of the resource 
Our computational resource includes (i) the benchmark datasets from RNA-Puzzles, (ii)           
structure analysis, manipulation, visualization, clustering and normalization tools, (iii) and 3D           
structure comparison metrics (Figure 1). Considering an RNA structure comparison          
workflow given both a list of predicted structures and several reference structures, it is first               
necessary to standardize the predicted and reference structures to the same length and the              
same format. Structural features, such as clash score, which is based on the structure              
model, can be calculated and compared with the scores derived from the reference             
structures. Furthermore, our resource provides a set of tools for RNA structure manipulation             
and visualization, which can greatly facilitate manual inspection of the structures. Finally, our             
structure comparison metrics demonstrate the similarity/dissimilarity between the prediction         
and the reference structures in various aspects. The tools can be accessed via             
command-line, Jupyter notebook, Docker image or web service. The user-friendly interfaces           
enable different usage scenarios throughout the community. Table S1 gives a list of the              
datasets and computational tools in this resource, which are described in detail in the next               
sections.  
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Benchmark datasets of RNA 3D structure  
In a structure prediction scenario, a good predictor should be robust in predicting structures              
of different types accounting for the characteristics of each prediction target. Therefore, a             
good benchmark must cover diverse structures (Figure 2a). The datasets from           
RNA-Puzzles, as listed in Table S2, cover crucial aspects for the selection of puzzles, such               
as symmetry (35), ion binding (36), ligand binding (37, 38), protein binding (39), the              
conformational change (40), and structural modules (7). Our datasets include 972 decoy            
RNA structures for 20 RNAs, it can still be used as: (i) a standard dataset to compare with                  
existing prediction methods, i.e., (41); (ii) a decoy dataset to develop effective structure             
scoring function, i.e., (20). The predicted results were generated by the best existing RNA              
3D structure prediction programs (21, 42–46). The similarities of these prediction models to             
crystal structures range from low quality to the near-native (cf. Figure 2 and Table S2),               
which provides a wide range of decoy structures that exist during structure modeling. The              
presented benchmark dataset can benefit the development of energy function or scoring            
function to discriminate the near-native structures from those far away decoys. This is an              
important step to identify high-quality prediction when the reference structure is unknown. In             
the RNA-Puzzles contest, each group (or each prediction method) provides 5 candidate            
models (in the first 17 challenges, up to 10 models were allowed) and rank these models                
according to its own prediction reliability index. However, some of the near-native structures             
are not ranked as the top models. The detection of such instances would improve prediction               
accuracy. In the RNA-Puzzles experiment, the scores for ‘quality prediction’ were obtained in             
Puzzles 4, 7, 8, 12, 13 and 14. The structure data from this resource is a good starting point                   
for more effective model ranking methods to be developed or benchmarked (20). From the              
RMSD distribution (Figure 2c), one can see that shorter structures are easier to be              
accurately predicted unless homologous templates are available. This is consistent with the            
previous report (47), but RNA-Puzzles prediction includes the best RNA structure prediction            
approaches and demonstrates better performance in de novo prediction than automatic           
programs. Further, the Interaction Network Fidelity distribution highlights the insufficient          
prediction of non-Watson-Crick interactions. Other available datasets of the same kind are:            
1. RASP (48) dataset, which includes 85 RNAs with 500 decoys for each structure; and 2.                
The KB (49) dataset, which includes 23950 decoys for 20 RNAs. However, the decoy              
structures in these datasets were generated using only a couple of prediction methods, while              
our dataset covers a much wider variability in RNA structure prediction.  
 
Standardizing the structure format considering all types of variations is the first step of a fair                
structure comparison. Different prediction methods result in a wide range of variations in the              
format of the predicted structures, ranging from nomenclature (chain names, residue names,            
atom names and their ordering) to structural variations (i.e., the structure at the 5′ and 3′                
ends). For example, some prediction methods may use the molecular dynamics force field to              
energy minimize predicted structure as their final step, while the output format depends on              
the force field used. Besides, the predicted structures need to be normalized according to              
the reference structure allowing unsolved fragments.  
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The RNA-Puzzles dataset can be used as (i) a standard dataset to benchmark with existing               
prediction methods; (ii) a decoy dataset to develop and test effective structure scoring             
function. To fulfill these two tasks, we provide standardized_dataset including structural data            
standardized and missing atoms completed using rna-tools. rna-tools was used to (i) to add              
the missing atoms, especially the 5′ and 3′ ends; (ii) to mutate variant nucleotides in the                
predictions to make them consistent with the sequence of the reference structure. All the              
steps of processing and the detailed analysis of the differences between submitted models             
and the references, such as gaps, mismatches, etc., are described in the README files              
provided with the structures. The standardized_dataset is under active maintenance.          
However, if required, the advanced users can also process on their own raw submissions or               
for-evaluation submissions (structures normalized for evaluation for the RNA Puzzles          
rankings) provided with the RNA-Puzzles toolkit. 

RNA 3D structure formatting, manipulation, analysis, and visualization 
tools  
 
RNA_normalizer and rna-tools are two RNA oriented structure format tools providing           
semi-automatic RNA structure processing workflows.  

RNA_normalizer 
RNA_normalizer is an RNA structure formatting tool used in RNA-Puzzles assessment           
workflow. It can: (i) normalize the residue names and atom names; (ii) order residues and               
atoms; (iii) extract pre-defined regions of an RNA structure. RNA_normalizer uses mapping            
dictionaries to normalize the non-canonical residue and atom names to the standard            
nomenclature. The idea of RNA_normalizer is to keep the maximum number of segments             
that can be compared while keeping the prediction structures untouched. In a couple of              
cases, the sequence used in prediction slightly differ from the sequence of the crystal              
structure: i.e., single nucleotides variants or chain break because of the unsolved dynamic             
region of the reference structure. RNA_normalizer focuses on the consensus structure           
regions between the crystal sequence and the sequence in prediction. However, the skipped             
nucleotide makes the structure incomplete. Considering the need of complete structures for            
scoring function testing or molecular dynamics simulation, we provide rna-tools to complete            
the missing atoms in the structures. After normalizing the structure formats, we suggest to              
use `RNA_format` of `diffpdb` from rna-tools (Figure 3e) to check the consistency between             
the results and the standard format.  

rna-tools 
rna-tools include a set of tools dedicated to (i) RNA structural handling and manipulating,              
i.e., rebuilding missing atoms, (ii) structure clustering, (iii) standardization of RNA structures,            
(iv) visualization of secondary RNA structures, i.e., drawing RNA arc diagrams of secondary             
structure, (v)  visualization of RNA sequence alignments, and more.  
 

 



The core library shared with the tools 

The core part of the rna-tools package is the rna_pdb_toolsx.py program that was used to               
prepare the standardized dataset. The program facilitates many tedious operations on           
structural files. One of the operations is “get-rnapuzzle-ready” to get a standardized naming             
of atoms, residues, chains to be compatible with the format required by the RNA-Puzzle              
organizers. All structures from the standardized dataset are compatible with this format,            
which makes it easy to compare them and use for further analysis. Another example of the                
functionalities related to structure manipulation is introducing mutations. The rna-tools          
package uses ModeRNA (25) to introduce single or double mutations in analyzed structures             
overcoming ModeRNA’s limitation of processing only one chain at the time (Figure 3a).             
Multiple mutations in multiple chains can be introduced by the user. 
 
Furthermore, rna-tools includes tools operating on various levels of RNA data: sequences,            
secondary structures, alignments, and 3D structures. At the moment the package is a             
collection of almost one hundred various functionalities that ease some common operations            
in RNA structural bioinformatics that are designed to be easily imported into 3rd party              
programs and complete pipelines. The full list of functionalities can be found in             
Supplementary Table S3. 

RNA sequence 

The first group of tools deals with RNA sequences. The tools help to perform searches using                
Blast (50) on the PDB database and Infernal (51) on the Rfam database (52). Furthermore,               
multiple wrappers are implemented allowing for secondary structure prediction (Figure 3f)           
with, e.g., RNAsubopt, RNAeval, RNAfold from ViennaRNA (45), CentroidFold (46),          
ContextFold (47), MC-Fold (53), IPknot (54), with the use of restraints if applicable. All              
wrappers are designed to be used with Jupyter notebook.  
 

RNA secondary structure 

The second group of tools is designed to facilitate operations on RNA secondary structure              
that can be executed from Jupyter Notebooks (Figure 3f). The functionalities include            
visualization of a sequence and a structure with VARNA (55), evaluation of free energy,              
parsing secondary structure into a list of pairs, and various tools for secondary structure              
format conversions, and more.  
 

RNA alignment 

The third group includes tools that process RNA alignments. Analysis of RNA alignment is a               
crucial part of the modeling process used in the RNA-Puzzle experiment. To process and              
analyze RNA alignments, rna-tools includes a collection of tools to load alignments, subset             
columns (Figure 3g) or sequences (rows), save a subset to a new file, plot an RNA arc                 
diagrams (Figure 3d) (56), obtain a secondary structure in the dot-bracket notation, and             
visualize the data using VARNA of each of sequences in the alignment. Sequences and their               
secondary structures can be visualized with gaps (Figure 3h) and without gaps (Figure 3k).              
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The algorithm checks if residues are “paired” with a gap position (“-”) to avoid the common                
problem with other tools with the wrong secondary structure after gaps removal (Figure 3j).  
 

RNA 3D structure 

The last group of tools operates on RNA 3D structures. This group can be divided into (i)                 
tools used for the analysis of 3D models (such as contact classifications) and (ii) tools used                
for RNA 3D structure prediction (whole pipelines for modeling). First, to perform contact             
classifications, we implemented two wrappers, to ClaRNA (28) and 3DNA/DSSR (57). Using            
the wrappers and PyMOL4RNA code is now possible to perform contact classifications            
directly within PyMOL for selected residues using both methods (Figure 3b). Second, the             
package contains scripts to ease RNA 3D structure prediction processes, both for SimRNA             
(42)(including SimRNAweb (58)), and Rosetta (59). Tools for SimRNA and Rosetta help to             
prepare input files, run modeling, cluster results, and extract models from trajectory files.             
Moreover, the program for SimRNAweb allows the users to download SimRNAweb           
predictions and trajectory files directly to their computers. For processing trajectories of            
SimRNA, the Python interface is provided to parse trajectories into atoms, residues,            
simulation frames to ease further analysis. At the final step of such a modeling process, the                
user can run an  RNA refinement procedure implemented in a wrapper to QRNAS (60). 
 

Auxiliary tools, e.g., diffpdb, Clanstix  

In the package, there is also a set of auxiliary tools that are useful but do not belong to any                    
of the above-mentioned categories. One of them is diffpdb. The format of the files are               
supposed to be the same, the only difference should be in coordinates of atoms. This is a                 
simple tool that ignores 3D coordinates of atoms and compares two files in the PDB format                
as text to identify the difference in the annotation of atoms, missing atoms, missing              
fragments (Figure 3e). Another standalone tool implemented in rna-tools is Clanstix.           
Clanstix can be used to visualize interactively results of clustering with CLANS (49). Clans              
uses the Fruchterman–Reingold graph layout algorithm to visualize pairwise sequence          
similarities in either two-dimensional or three-dimensional space. The program was designed           
to calculate pairwise attraction values to compare protein sequences; however, it is possible             
to load a matrix of precomputed attraction values and thereby display any kind of data based                
on pairwise interactions. Therefore, the Clanstix program from the rna-tools package is used             
to convert the all-vs-all distance (i.e., Root Mean Square Deviation) matrix into an input file               
for Clans. The results of Clanstix are shown in Figure 3c. In this clustering visualization, all                
models submitted for RNA-Puzzle 8 are shown. Models with a pairwise distance in terms of               
RMSDs lower than 8 Å are connected. The reference structure was added to this clustering               
to see where it would be mapped. Interestingly, the native structure was mapped to the small                
cluster with two models from Das’s group and two models from Bujnicki’s group. This type of                
visualizations can provide useful insights into a set of analyzed models or models obtained              
from a simulation trajectory. Another interesting example of the usage of Clanstix can be              
found in the publication of EvoClustRNA (61) where it was shown how 3D models of various                
homologous sequences clustered with respect to each other and the reference models. 
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The documentation with step-by-step tutorials 

The description in this publication only briefly reports functionalities implemented in                     
rna-tools. To help the user to find the right tool, the package is well documented in both                                 
online documentation and tutorials that will walk the user through various use cases. The                           
step-by-step tutorial that explains how to prepare files for submission to the RNA-Puzzles                         
experiment can be also found there. 
 
Extensibility by design 
The rna-tools package was developed with the goal in mind of providing a framework for               
various tools specifically to support extensibility. A new script can be easily drafted just by               
copying-pasting to a new folder in “rna_tools/tools/<new tool>”. Many core functionalities are            
encoded in the “rna_tools_lib.py” file that is shared between scripts, hence the functions can              
be easily imported to new scripts. This design speeds up the development of new programs               
since many of them need some low-level common functionalities, e.g., Python engine for             
parsing selection of residues, atoms, parsing/converting various types of data.  

 
Example of a complete analysis of the blind prediction of the RNA-Puzzle 19 
The functionality implemented in rna-tools can be accessed via command-line tools,           
imported in Python scripts or in Jupyter Notebooks (Figure 3d). One such notebook is              
uploaded together with rna-tools and illustrates the steps performed for the Bujnicki group to              
collect information about the RNA-Puzzle Puzzle 19, the Twister Sister ribozyme (62)            
(https://github.com/mmagnus/rna-tools/blob/master/rp19.ipynb). The analysis started with     
the secondary structure prediction using multiple wrappers implemented in rna-tools followed           
by the Rfam search for an RNA family that the sequence might belong. At the time of this                  
analysis, the RNA family for the sequence was not present in the Rfam database. A useful                
piece of information about the origin of the sequence came with the successful hit in the                
PDB database, to the structure in the PDB database, Xrn1-resistant RNA from the 3′              
untranslated region of a flavivirus (PDB: 4PQV) (63). This structure out to be a homolog of                
the RNA Puzzle 19 and was used for comparative modeling. 

Metrics in RNA 3D structure comparison 

Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) 
Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) is a widely used metric for 3D structure comparison.              
The RMSD calculation aligns all the atoms that are found both in the predicted structure and                
the crystal structure. A superimposition is performed based on these aligned atoms, and the              
result is calculated as the Root Mean Square Deviation based on the distances of the               
aligned atoms.  
 
Although RMSD is a well-established metric in structure comparison, it spreads the errors             
over the whole structure. Thus, the final result can be misleading. When a linker region takes                
a different path or a hairpin loop has a different angle with respect to the core region, the                  
overall RMSD may be large even if the core region is properly folded. In addition, RNA                
structure has more degrees of freedom in the backbone than proteins do and the accuracy               
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of the base-pair interactions requires inspection. To overcome the limitations of the RMSD             
metric, the concepts of Interaction Network Fidelity (INF) and Deformation Profile (DP) were             
introduced (24). These metrics, RMSD, INF, DP and P-value (23) are included in the              
packages of RNA_assessment and RNAQUA. 

Interaction Network Fidelity (INF) 
The whole RNA structure can be considered as a large interaction network composed of              
Watson-Crick interactions, non-Watson-Crick interactions, and base stackings. The correct         
prediction of all these interactions determines the success of the prediction. The interactions             
of an RNA structure can be extracted by programs such as MC-Annotate (25) and 3DNA               
(64). The Interaction Network Fidelity (INF) is defined as the Matthews correlation coefficient             
(MCC) between the interactions of the reference structure and that of the predicted structure.              
A higher INF score indicates higher consistency between the prediction and the reference             
structure in terms of interactions. The Interaction Network Fidelity can also assess a specific              
type of interaction. Thus, INF_wc, INF_nwc, INF_stack, and INF_all, which define the            
Interaction Network Fidelity of Watson-Crick interactions, non-Watson-Crick interactions,        
stackings, and overall interactions, are used in the assessment of RNA-Puzzles. Further, to             
account for the relationship between RMSD and INF, Deformation Index (DI) is defined as              
the ratio between RMSD and INF.  

Deformation Profile (DP) 
To complement single value assessment metrics, Deformation Profile is a 2D distance matrix             
representing the average distance between a prediction and the reference structure (Figure            
4). The deformation profile matrix calculation includes two steps: (i) computing 1-nt            
superimposition of predicted model over reference structure for each aligned nucleotide; (ii)            
computing the average distance between each base in the reference structure and the             
corresponding base in a predicted structure for each superimposition. The Deformation           
Profile displays the regions that depart most from the rest of the structure. 
 
The deformation profile is effective in detecting the “poorly predicted” regions. Figure 4             
shows that a poorly predicted region in the deformation profile (in red) corresponds to a               
region with a high B factor and insufficient electron density. One cannot exclude an error in                
the native structure. A poor RMSD may, therefore, be misleading since it may happen that a                
single region or domain is poorly modeled in the crystal structure. 

P-value 
P-value represents the confidence that a prediction is significantly different from a randomly             
generated RNA 3D structure (23). It was designed as a quality measure for RNA 3D               
structure prediction resulting from empirical relations for RMSD distribution as a function of             
RNA length. Therefore, it is independent of the molecule size. P-value is capable to              
differentiate de novo algorithms predicting all interactions from those who require to input             
base-pairing information. Normally, P-value lower than 0.01 indicates a successful          
prediction.  
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Clash score 
Clash score (29) reports serious steric clashes identified in the RNA 3D structure. The score               
is computed as the number of disallowed (≥ 0.4 Å) overlaps of atom pairs per thousand                
atoms. All-atom contacts are computed by PROBE (65) that uses van der Waals atom radii               
and identifies probes intersecting any not-covalently-bonded atom. In general, the existence           
of interatomic clashes indicates that local conformation is not stereochemically accurate and            
should be refined. A higher clash score indicates more severe steric clashes. However,             
clashes can exist also in high-resolution structures. Moreover, even if the global 3D fold of               
RNA is close to the native one, the clash score value can be quite high when base-base                 
interactions are not accurately reconstructed. Clash score is computed by MolProbity (29)            
incorporated into RNAQUA. 

Mean of Circular Quantities (MCQ) 
In the practice of RNA structure modeling, several approaches try to represent the RNA              
structure with simplified models, such as network model (66) and reconstruct the RNA 3D              
structure with standard bond lengths and bond angles. Assuming the standard bond lengths             
and bond angles are constant values, it is important to understand the accuracy of the               
torsion angles, which are the only degrees of freedom in the modeling in this context.               
Therefore, the Mean of Circular Quantities (MCQ) is a metric to compare RNA 3D structures               
in the torsion angle space. A nucleotide can be described by six torsion angles from the                
backbone, while the δ dihedral is constrained by the sugar ring (Figure 5a). The              
residue-wise comparison in the torsion angle space highlights the dissimilarity in local            
structure. We binarize the torsion angle difference into four bins: <15°, 15-30°, 30-60°, and              
>60°. MCQ value <15° means the best similarity, while >60° implies severe structural             
change. Dissimilar regions can be highlighted on the secondary structure plot by coloring the              
four bins in gradient color (Figure 5b). When considering local structure, MCQ can compare              
the similarity of a selected fragment. The same coloring scheme is used on a heatmap which                
shows the results of multiple model comparisons with the reference structure (Figure 5c).  
 
When the reference structure is unknown, clustering the structures to identify consensus            
structural cores may give biological insights to the folding and function of the RNA structure.               
MCQ enables structure clustering in the torsion angle space. Pairwise MCQ comparison            
scores are used as similarity distance and structures can be clustered using the resulted              
distance matrix (Figure 5d). 

Longest Continuous Segments in Torsion Angle space (LCS-TA) 
For two compared RNA 3D structures, LCS-TA (34) identifies the longest continuous            
segments that display local similarity in the torsion angle space (Figure 5f). Two segments              
from different structures are considered similar if their angular distance (MCQ) does not             
exceed a predefined MCQ threshold which ranges between 10° and 20°. LCS-TA performs             
an iterative search using a slide-window approach until the longest continuous segment is             
found.  
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The structure comparison performed by LCS-TA can be either independent or dependent on             
the sequence. Sequence-dependent comparison assumes the same sequence in both the           
prediction and the reference structure and it finds similar segments with the same sequence.              
Sequence-independent comparison attempts to perform structural alignment to identify the          
longest continuous segments which are similar in torsion angle space apart from the             
sequence. In this mode, LCS-TA finds similar fragments with different sequences. When            
more than one segment is found to be similar in the sequence-independent comparison, all              
possible segments are listed. LCS-TA is also capable of global comparison: with a fixed              
MCQ threshold, the prediction with a longer segment identified indicates higher similarity to             
the reference structure (Figure 5e).  

Discussion 
The ability to predict RNA 3D structure attracts lots of attention because it opens great                             
opportunities for the new developments in biotechnology and basic science. The                     
establishment of the RNA-Puzzles experiment boosted the progress and improvement in                     
RNA 3D structure prediction methods, as reported. Furthermore, through active and                     
dynamic collaborations of groups participating in the experiment, new ideas were                     
generated, validated and valuable tools were developed and implemented in the past eight                         
years. These tools cover various functions that may be useful for RNA structure formatting,                           
analysis, manipulation, visualization and comparison, which can be used in new exploratory                       
studies.  
 
Although biophysical rules are being learned from the experimentally determined RNA                     
structures, the prediction of RNA structure is a data-driven problem. Unbiased assessment                       
of a prediction is the key to understand its performance and usability. It is beneficial to have                                 
a standard dataset which can benchmark the performance against all other prediction                       
approaches. This resource directly provides such a benchmark and has been used to                         
demonstrate the accuracy of a novel prediction (46). Although it is possible to run RNA                             
structure prediction programs on other public datasets, such as Rfam and non-redundant                       
dataset (17), RNA-Puzzles prediction stands for the best state-of-the-art blind prediction                    
performance and includes structural diversity. In addition, selecting the high-quality model                     
from the ones generated by prediction methods is another important step for an accurate                           
prediction. And our benchmark set has also been proved its usability in developing such a                             
scoring model (20). Our datasets are likely to become a gold standard test allowing for rapid                               
method development, comparison, and testing.   
 
Moreover, we provide a unified toolkit of tools used already by our groups in previous                             
research projects. RNA_format, RNA_normalizer, and RNA_assessment were used before                 
to support all calculations in the RNA-Puzzle experiment. The rna-tools package was used                         
in various scientific projects, to calculate stability of various U6 RNAs of the spliceosome                     
(67), to process input files for SimRNAweb (RNA 3D structure prediction method) (58) and              
NPDock (RNA/DNA-protein docking method) (68), and to analyze data for RNArchitecture           
database (a classification system of RNA families with a focus on structural information) (69)              
and EvoClustRNA (RNA 3D structure prediction using multiple sequence alignment          
information) (61). MCQ-based methods were used i.a. to evaluate models in the 2nd and 3rd               
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round of RNA-Puzzles (6)(7), to identify structural patterns in plant pre-miRNAs (70), to build              
a database of conformers within the RNAfitme system (71, 72). For the first time, we               
describe these tools and show how they can be integrated into one robust pipeline giving to                
the user a way to provide a broad perspective on an RNA structure of a molecule of interest.  
 
The installation of computational tools is non-trivial and can sometimes cost much time                         
even for computational experts. A user-friendly implementation will greatly help the use of a                           
computational tool. Considering that users may have diverse preferences, our resource                     
tools provide both command-line executives and Jupyter notebook (73) based tutorials,                     
while all the tools are documented. Furthermore, we installed all the tools on a Docker                             
image that can be easily downloaded and launched by the user, in particular, a biologist                             
without programming skills. The Docker image saves the complicated actions required for                       
installing all the tools. Finally, we release all of our datasets and computational tools at                             
GitHub, which can be continuously updated if any bugs are detected. The “fork” function of                             
Github also facilitates novel computational methods or datasets being developed based on                       
our resource, i.e., RNA-ligand interaction prediction. 
 
The workflow Jupyter notebook of the resource (74) provides a standard example for RNA                           
structure prediction assessment. The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application                     
that allows users to create and share documents that contain live code, equations,                         
visualizations, and explanatory text. The tools implemented in the toolkit can be imported to                           
such notebooks to create reproducible analyses that can be uploaded online and shared                         
with the RNA structural bioinformatics community. One example of such analysis was                       
described in the Result section for rna-tools. This approach of describing RNA bioinformatic                         
analyses should help scientists to share their pipelines, e.g., protocols used for modeling in                           
the RNA-Puzzle challenge, that can be later reproduced and/or improved by others. And                         
since the Jupyter notebook has support for over 40 programming languages, including                       
those popular in Data Science such as Python, R, Julia, and Scala, this is a great approach                                 
to incorporate the toolkit into pipelines written in other languages. All the RNA structure                           
analysis work can in this way be efficiently shared and reproduced. In addition, RNAQUA                           
provides all the RNA structure comparison tools as a web service, while can alleviate the                             
burden of software installation for non-computationally oriented users.  
 
RNA structure comparison metrics have been developed since a decade ago (24). The                         
availability of these metrics as computational tools is limited and not systematic, which                         
highlights the importance of our toolkit. We also share every detail in a standard workflow                             
accepted by the RNA-Puzzles community. i.e., when multiple structures have been solved                       
for the same sequence, it is fair to consider all of them as native structures and use the                                   
nearest one to the prediction as to the reference. However, only quantitative metrics are                           
inadequate in understanding the RNA structure. Secondary structure and visualization are                     
useful complements - rna-tools enables the easy transformation from 3D structure to 2D                         
structure representation and RNA oriented visualization in the arch diagram and PyMOL                       
(75), which enables the perceptible comprehension from the biophysics aspect. Other tools,                       
such as mutagenesis analysis, secondary structure prediction and sequence alignment,                   
make a complete toolset for RNA structure and sequence analysis.  
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Our resource brings various tools and datasets into one unified resource that can be easily                             
downloaded and used by biologists interested in RNA 3D structure prediction and analysis.                         
We think the toolkit with its code openness should be considered as a library of functions                               
and tools rather than a complete project with one fixed set of functionalities. The toolkit is a                                 
framework of various functions, and if needed, the user is invited to extend it with his/her                               
scripts on the top of the existing tools. In this way, it is possible to adapt the framework for                                     
every case. For example, to have a particular wrapper or variant of tools that can be used                                 
for a very specific application saving time and brainpower of the user to write the code from                                 
scratch. We believe that the RNA-Puzzle Toolkit will prompt new advances in, both,                         
applications of the RNA 3D structure prediction and method development. 
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